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2020 Grand Design Solitude 375RES $57
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Description 2020 Grand Design Solitude 375RES, Grand Design Solitude fifth wheel 375RES
highlights: Unique Exterior Storage Exterior Sliding Tray Kitchen Island Buffet
Four-Door Refrigerator Oversized Pantry Imagine traveling with comforts of home
including plenty of interior floor space to move around, extra sleeping space for
the kids or grandkids, and plenty of storage for everything you might need for an
extended stay with this Solitude fifth wheel. The unique exterior rear storage
includes a sliding tray allowing easy access to the gear in the back. Inside, the
front master bedroom will not disappoint with its pullout ottoman , flip-top
dresser, and LED TV . The chef will surely love making meals with the
professional-grade stainless steel cooktop, and the buffet adds additional
counter space to serve food and/or place your keys and things. You will find
many more features to love and plenty of options to choose from. With each
Solitude fifth wheel by Grand Design, you will receive refined residential finishes
and affordable luxury for your extended stays or weekend getaways. From the
solid foundation that rests upon an exclusive superchassis and the maximum
insulation to the taller ceilings, taller and deeper cabinets, and the power reclining
theatre seating with removable swivel tables and heat and massage, you will be
impressed! The pet dish drawer, the Stealth AC system , and the Weather-Tek
package that allows you to travel during any season will also give you many more
reasons to love everything about your Solitude. It's time to redefine luxury living
wherever you decide to land.

Basic information Year: 2020
Stock Number: CONSIGN6
VIN Number: 35290-CONSIGN6
Condition: Pre-Owned
Length: 40
Slideouts: 5

Item address , Knoxville, Tennessee, United States
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